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Feuza Reis BIO: 
 

 
My name is Feuza Reis, but my friends call me "fuse." I am a wedding and portrait                 
photographer, a blogger, and the founder of the Get Found With Fuse SEO Blog. I               
have been helping photographers and creatives get found online for the last 3 years,              
and I want to thank you for purchasing the Maternity and Newborn Keyword List.              
Here you will find an intro about using keywords, but feel free to skip over it and go                  
straight to the list to start using it today. 

 
 
 

KEYWORDS FOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHERS 
 
Keywords: A keyword is a word or phrase that a business or person             
wants to be found on search engines for. Think of it as being phrases              
folks type into search engines (like Google) when they search online           
for something. 
 
They can be used for the following: 

● renaming images for blog posts and websites 

● the page titles of web pages and blog posts (a page title is the              
text that shows up in your browser either above the URL address            
bar or on the tab) 
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● the text of a blog post 

● the text of your website pages 

● the meta-descriptions of blog posts, website pages, etc. 

Tip: I recommend you install the Wordpress SEO plugin (by Yoast) 

● Pinterest boards (because Pinterest is awesome for SEO) 

● #hashtags on social media in places like Facebook, Instagram,         
Twitter, Pinterest and Google Plus. 

 

 
(An example of a WordPress SEO by Yoast text box that, when installed, you would see 
below your blog text box in edit view.) 
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There are 2 types of keywords:  
 
A) Keyword Phrases: One-, two- or three-word phrases including the 
basic type of photography you do and perhaps where you are located. 
Examples of keyword phrases are: 
 

● baby photographer 
● newborn photography 
● Memphis newborn photographer 
● portrait photographer 
● maternity photographers 

 
B) Long-Tail Keywords: These consist of longer phrases that are more 
like sentences. Less people search for these, but there’s much less 
competition for these keywords, so if you nail a long-tail keyword, you 
are GOLD!  Examples of long-tail keywords are: 
 

● where to find a maternity photographer in Memphis 
● what should I know when hiring a newborn photographer 
● what are the costs of newborn photography 
● what do I need to wear for a newborn baby photoshoot 

 
*20% of what has been googled in the last couple of months has never been 
googled before! That’s a lot of potential to get found using a mix of keyword ideas 
and phrases. 

 
It’s a great idea to start a document somewhere so you can start 

creating your own set of keywords for your business— 
but I have done the work for you!  

 
Tip: You should not be using the same keywords over and over. You need to 
diversify in each post and on each page. Use a mix of these and customize them to 
your needs and your location! 
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Here are my master lists for  
newborn, maternity and baby photography.  

(PLUS a bonus family photography list!) 
 

Remember, you can add your city to these word variations, but your page titles 
should not be too long. Just copy and paste in desired keyword + locations.  

 

MATERNITY KEYWORDS  
 

The more stars*** next to a keyword, the more I recommend you use it. You will also 
find a summary of the top keywords for maternity photography at the end of this list. 

 

baby bump photos 

baby bump pics 

baby bump pictures * 

baby portrait 

baby portraits 

beautiful maternity photos 

best maternity photos 

cute pregnancy outfits 

fall maternity pictures 

images of pregnancy 

maternity *** 

maternity beach photos 

maternity photo * 

maternity photo ideas ** 

maternity photo session 

maternity photo shoot ** 

maternity photo shoot ideas 

maternity photographer 

maternity photographers 
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maternity photography *** 

maternity photography ideas * 

maternity photos ** 

maternity photo ideas 

maternity pics * 

maternity pictures *** 

maternity pictures Ideas** 

maternity portraits 

maternity poses * 

outdoor maternity photos 

pics of pregnancy 

pictures of pregnancy * 

pregnancy images * 

pregnancy outfits * 

pregnancy photo * 

pregnancy photo ideas 

pregnancy photo shoot ** 

pregnancy photo shoot ideas * 

pregnancy photography *** 

pregnancy photos *** 

pregnancy picture ideas * 

pregnancy pictures ** 

pregnancy portraits 

pregnancy poses 

pregnant belly pictures * 

pregnant outfits * 

pregnant photo shoot 

pregnant photography 

pregnant picture ideas * 
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professional pregnancy photos 

unique maternity photos 
 
 
 
 

The Top 10 Keywords for Maternity Photography: 
 

●maternity picture ideas  
●maternity photo ideas 
●pregnancy photo shoot 
●pregnancy photos 
●maternity photos 
●pregnancy photography 
●pregnancy pictures 
●maternity photography 
●maternity 
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NEWBORN KEYWORDS  
 

The more stars*** next to a keyword, the more I recommend you use it. You will also 
find a summary of the top keywords for newborn photography at the end of this list. 

 
cute newborn baby girl pictures 

newborn baby boy * 

newborn baby girl * 

newborn baby photo 

newborn baby photo ideas 

newborn baby photography 

newborn baby photography tips 

newborn baby photos 

newborn baby picture ideas 

newborn baby pictures * 

newborn girl * 

newborn girl photo ideas 

newborn photo * 

newborn photo session 

newborn photo shoot 

newborn photographer 

newborn photography 

newborn photography ideas * 

newborn photography tips * 

newborn photos * 

newborn picture ideas * 

newborn pictures* 
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newborn portraits 

photo of newborn baby 

photos of newborn babies 

pictures of newborn babies 

pictures of babies *** 

 
 
 

The Top 10 Keywords for Newborn Photography: 
 

●newborn photography 
●newborn baby girl 
●newborn baby boy 
●newborn pictures 
●newborn baby pictures 
●newborn photos 
●newborn baby photography 
●newborn baby photos 
●newborn girl 
●newborn boy 
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BABY KEYWORDS  
 

The more stars*** next to a keyword, the more I recommend you use it. You will also 
find a summary of the top keywords for baby photography at the end of this list. 

 
 

babies photos ** 

babies pictures ** 

baby boy photo ideas 

baby boy photos * 

baby boy picture ideas 

baby boy pictures ** 

baby bump photography 

baby names ***** 

baby photo *** 

baby photo gallery * 

baby photo ideas * 

baby photo shoot 

baby photo shoot ideas 

baby photo shoots 

baby photo studio 

baby photographer 

baby photographer 

baby photographers 

baby photography * 

baby photography ideas * 

baby photography props 
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baby photos **** 

baby photos gallery * 

baby photos ideas 

baby picture ideas * 

baby pictures ***** 

baby portrait 

baby portraits* 

baby shower**** 

baby shower pictures * 

beautiful baby photos * 

birth photography * 

cute baby photos *** 

infant photography 

photos of babies ** 

pictures of babies *** 

professional baby photos 

professional baby pictures 

unique baby girl names 

unique boy names*** 

unique girl names **** 
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The Top 10 Keywords for Newborn Photography: 
 
●baby names 
●baby shower 
●unique girl names 
●baby photos 
●baby pictures 
●cute baby photos 
●baby photo 
●pictures of babies 
●babies photos 
●baby pictures 
●baby photography 
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FAMILY KEYWORDS  

 
Here are some bonus keywords for you to use with your family photography work. 

The more stars*** next to a keyword, the more I recommend you use it. 

 

portrait photography *** 

portraits *** 

family pictures ** 

family pictures ** 

family photos ** 

family photos ** 

family portrait ** 

family photo ** 

family photo ideas ** 

family picture ideas * 

family portrait ideas* 
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